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Probability with Applications in Engineering, Science, and Technology by Matthew A. Carlton

This book presents a well-balanced introduction to probability and mathematical statistics, designed to be used as a handbook, pointing the reader to the topics and sections pertinent to a particular type of statistical problem. The emphasis is on the information and techniques most needed and used in engineering applications. The authors have clearly defined the topics and gone on to carefully choose examples to deepen understanding of the basic ideas and how they are applied in engineering. The examples and case studies are taken from real-world engineering problems and use real data. A number of practice problems are provided for each section, with answers in the back for selected problems. This book will appeal to engineers in the entire engineering spectrum (electronics/electrical, mechanical, chemical, and civil engineering); engineering students and students taking computer science/computer engineering graduate courses; scientists and engineers requiring a more mathematically rigorous treatment of probability and statistics than is usually found in the standard engineering text. It is also appropriate for use in courses in probability and statistics taken by students majoring in Engineering and the Computing Sciences. The prerequisite is one year of calculus.

Introduction to Probability and Statistics Using R

This book provides a comprehensible discussion of the major topics typically covered in a college engineering statistics course. This textbook minimizes the derivations and mathematical theory, focusing instead on the information and techniques most needed and used in engineering applications. It is written in an accessible, easy-to-read style and includes numerous practical examples and clear illustrations. The working statistical techniques directly applicable on the job, like random number generation and generating random samples from various distributions. The book also includes an introduction to simulation techniques that will be familiar to the audience. Introduction to the bootstrap is included — this is a modern method missing in many other books. This text contains many program examples that can be used in R, including code so that students can compare simulation results with the programs as well as those across the biological, physical, and computer science departments. It is also appropriate for scientists, engineers, and other professionals seeking a reference of fundational content and application to these fields. Provides the authors’ uniquely accessible and non-technical approach to a subject that often intimidates practitioners. Written for readers without a background in mathematics, it contains significant real data from actual engineering and scientific studies across life science, engineering, computing and business. Includes new coverage to support the use of R. Offers new chapters on big data and modern statistical methods.

Introduction to Probability and Statistics Janet Susan Milton

This well-written text is designed for the first course in probability and statistics taken by students majoring in Engineering and the Computing Sciences. The prerequisite is one year of calculus. The text covers a balanced presentation of applications and theory. The authors take care to develop the theoretical foundations for the statistical methods presented at a level that is accessible to students with only a calculus background. They explore the practical implications of the formal results to problem-solving so students gain an understanding of the logic behind the techniques as well as practice in using them. The examples, exercises, and applications are closely tied to engineering and scientific problems and include opportunities for real data analysis.

Introduction to Probability and Statistics for Engineers and Scientists Sheldon M. Ross

This book is written for engineering, computer science, statistics, and mathematics students who are interested in learning probability and statistics as it applies to the engineering and sciences. It is appropriate for a one- or two-semester course(s). Engineers and students majoring in Engineering and the Computing Sciences. The prerequisite is one year of calculus. The text contains many program examples that can be used in R, including code so that students can compare simulation results with the programs as well as those across the biological, physical, and computer science departments. It is also appropriate for scientists, engineers, and other professionals seeking a reference of fundational content and application to these fields. Provides the authors’ uniquely accessible and non-technical approach to a subject that often intimidates practitioners. Written for readers without a background in mathematics, it contains significant real data from actual engineering and scientific studies across life science, engineering, computing and business. Includes new coverage to support the use of R. Offers new chapters on big data and modern statistical methods.

Introduction to Probability and Statistics for Engineers and Scientists Sheldon M. Ross 2019

This book is written for engineering, computer science, statistics, and mathematics students who are interested in learning probability and statistics as it applies to the engineering and sciences. It is appropriate for a one- or two-semester course(s). Engineers and students majoring in Engineering and the Computing Sciences. The prerequisite is one year of calculus. The text contains many program examples that can be used in R, including code so that students can compare simulation results with the programs as well as those across the biological, physical, and computer science departments. It is also appropriate for scientists, engineers, and other professionals seeking a reference of fundational content and application to these fields. Provides the authors’ uniquely accessible and non-technical approach to a subject that often intimidates practitioners. Written for readers without a background in mathematics, it contains significant real data from actual engineering and scientific studies across life science, engineering, computing and business. Includes new coverage to support the use of R. Offers new chapters on big data and modern statistical methods.

Probability with Applications in Engineering, Science, and Technology by Matthew A. Carlton 2020-09-11

This book presents a well-balanced introduction to probability and mathematical statistics, designed to be used as a handbook, pointing the reader to the topics and sections pertinent to a particular type of statistical problem. The emphasis is on the information and techniques most needed and used in engineering applications. The authors have clearly defined the topics and gone on to carefully choose examples to deepen understanding of the basic ideas and how they are applied in engineering. The examples and case studies are taken from real-world engineering problems and use real data. A number of practice problems are provided for each section, with answers in the back for selected problems. This book will appeal to engineers in the entire engineering spectrum (electronics/electrical, mechanical, chemical, and civil engineering); engineering students and students taking computer science/computer engineering graduate courses; scientists and engineers requiring a more mathematically rigorous treatment of probability and statistics than is usually found in the standard engineering text. It is also appropriate for use in courses in probability and statistics taken by students majoring in Engineering and the Computing Sciences. The prerequisite is one year of calculus. The text contains many program examples that can be used in R, including code so that students can compare simulation results with the programs as well as those across the biological, physical, and computer science departments. It is also appropriate for scientists, engineers, and other professionals seeking a reference of fundational content and application to these fields. Provides the authors’ uniquely accessible and non-technical approach to a subject that often intimidates practitioners. Written for readers without a background in mathematics, it contains significant real data from actual engineering and scientific studies across life science, engineering, computing and business. Includes new coverage to support the use of R. Offers new chapters on big data and modern statistical methods.

Probability Foundations for Engineers Sheldon M. Ross 2009

This book is written for engineering, computer science, statistics, and mathematics students who are interested in learning probability and statistics as it applies to the engineering and sciences. It is appropriate for a one- or two-semester course(s). Engineers and students majoring in Engineering and the Computing Sciences. The prerequisite is one year of calculus. The text contains many program examples that can be used in R, including code so that students can compare simulation results with the programs as well as those across the biological, physical, and computer science departments. It is also appropriate for scientists, engineers, and other professionals seeking a reference of fundational content and application to these fields. Provides the authors’ uniquely accessible and non-technical approach to a subject that often intimidates practitioners. Written for readers without a background in mathematics, it contains significant real data from actual engineering and scientific studies across life science, engineering, computing and business. Includes new coverage to support the use of R. Offers new chapters on big data and modern statistical methods.
book discusses as well the fundamental principles of testing statistical hypotheses by providing the reader with an idea of the basic problem and its relation to practice. The final chapter deals with the problem of estimation and the Neyman theory of confidence intervals. This book is a valuable resource for undergraduate university students who are majoring in mathematics. Students who are majoring in physics and who are inclined toward abstract mathematics will also find this book useful.

Probability and Statistics for Engineers and Scientists Ronald E. Walpole 2016-01 This classic text provides a rigorous introduction to basic probability theory and statistical inference, illustrated by relevant applications. It assumes a background in calculus and offers a balance of theory and methodology.

Introduction to Probability and Statistics Narayan C Giri 2018-10-31 Beginning with the historical background of probability theory, this thoroughly revised text examines all important aspects of mathematical probability - including random variables, probability distributions, characteristic and generating functions, stochastic convergence, and limit theorems - and provides an introduction to various types of statist

Probability and Statistics for Engineering and the Sciences Jay L. DeVore 2015-01-01 Put statistical theories into practice with PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS FOR ENGINEERING AND THE SCIENCES, 9th Edition. Always a favorite with statistics students, this calculus-based text offers a comprehensive introduction to probability and statistics while demonstrating how professionals apply concepts, models, and methodologies in today's engineering and scientific careers. Jay DeVore, an award-winning professor and internationally recognized author and statistician, emphasizes authentic problem scenarios in a multitude of examples and exercises, many of which involve real data, to show how statistics makes sense of the world. Mathematical development and derivations are kept to a minimum. The book also includes output, graphics, and screen shots from various statistical software packages to give you a solid perspective of statistics in action. A Student Solutions Manual, which includes worked-out solutions to almost all the odd-numbered exercises in the book, is available. NEW for Fall 2020 - Turn your students into statistical thinkers with the Statistical Analysis and Learning Tool (SALT). SALT is an easy-to-use data analysis tool created with the intro-level student in mind. It contains dynamic graphics and allows students to manipulate data sets in order to visualize statistics and gain a deeper conceptual understanding about the meaning behind data. SALT is built by Cengage, comes integrated in Cengage WebAssign Statistics courses and available to use standalone. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Introduction to Probability and Statistics for Engineers and Scientists Sheldon M. Ross 2004-07-21 Introduction to Probability and Statistics for Engineers and Scientists, Third Edition, provides an introduction to applied probability and statistics for engineering or science majors. This updated text emphasizes the manner in which probability yields insight into statistical problems, ultimately resulting in an intuitive understanding of the statistical procedures most often used by practicing engineers and scientists. The Third Edition includes new exercises, examples, homework problems, updated statistical material, and more. New exercises and data examples include: the one-sided Chebyshev inequality for data; logistics distribution and logistic regression; estimation and testing in proofreader problems; and product form estimates of life distributions. Real data sets are incorporated in a wide variety of exercises and examples throughout the book, and the enclosed CD-ROM includes unique, easy-to-use software that automates the required computations. This book is intended primarily for undergraduates in engineering and the sciences, and would be of particular interest to students in Industrial Engineering, Operations Research, Statistics, Mathematics, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Quantitative Business. It could also be of value in a graduate introductory course in probability and statistics. New in this edition: * New exercises and data examples including: - The One-sided Chebyshev Inequality for Data - The Logistics Distribution and Logistic Regression - Estimation and Testing in proofreader problems - Product Form Estimates of Life Distributions - Observational Studies * Updated statistical material * New, contemporary applications Hallmark features: * Reflects Sheldon Ross's masterfully clear exposition * Contains numerous examples, exercises, and homework problems * Unique, easy-to-use software automates required computations * Applies probability theory to everyday statistical problems and situations * Careful development of probability, modeling, and statistical procedures leads to intuitive understanding * Instructor's Solutions Manual is available to adopters